Addendum Vigil® Cuatro User's Manual

Expected lifetime of batteries installed starting October 2018 has changed. Please replace paragraphs 5.2, 7.1 and 8.3 in this manual by the new paragraphs in this addendum.

5.2 Dual Battery Pack

NATO Stock Number (NSN) 6130-13-119-7106

The battery pack is composed of 2 metal lithium AA cells in the lower half of the case. It is not subject to any memory effect and is extremely long lasting. The battery pack works at a temperature range from -13°F to +158°F or from -25°C to +70°C. The use of low consumption components in conjunction with a sophisticated power management program has significantly improved the battery’s life span.

The battery’s life span is expected to be a minimum of 5 years, or 2000 jumps.

To replace the battery, the complete Vigil® unit needs to be send back to A.A.D. nv/sa Belgium, or Vigil America.

Vigil® units with a « DOM Vigil » before October 2018 which do not have a « Bat Repl before : XX » (date on the label at the back side of the Vigil) need to have their battery replaced (mandatory) latest 10 years after « DOM Vigil ».

7.1 Replacing the Battery Pack

VIGIL®Cuatro Dual Battery Pack, can only be replaced by A.A.D nv/sa Belgium or Vigil America. Therefore the VIGIL® Cuatro has to be returned for a battery replace. (see § 7.4)

8.3 Operating description

Power Pack: 3.6V dual lithium Vigil® AA battery Life time min 2000 jumps or 5 years.